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Today’s Agenda

• Goals and challenges

• Fact or fiction?

•What makes a good piece?

• How to tell your story

•Writing a lede

• Learning Forward criteria

• Next steps

Introductions

What is your writing goal?

What’s keeping you from achieving that goal?  
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A New World, Sort Of…

• The traditional rules that dictate what gets 
published aren’t always relevant anymore.

• Guidelines about good writing are relevant and will 
always be relevant.

Fact or Fiction?

1. Good writing follows a specific formula.

Fact or Fiction?

1. Good writing follows a specific formula.

2. You need to be a style expert to have your piece 
published.
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Fact or Fiction?

1. Good writing follows a specific formula.

2. You need to be a style expert to have your piece 
published.

3. Writing well is innate. Good writers write 
effortlessly.

“For me and most of the other writers I 
know, writing is not rapturous. In fact, the 
only way I can get anything written at all is to 
write really, really [terrible] first drafts.” –
Anne Lamott 

“Spent the entire day working on one couplet 
about George Washington. Hamilton’s slow-
going, my friends, but I promise you it will be 
worth it.” – 2009 tweet from Lin-Manuel 
Miranda
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“Being a good writer is three percent talent 
and 97 percent not being distracted by the 
Internet.” – Anonymous

Writing Tips

1. Write about something you know well.

What you need:
• The facts

• The voices

• The results

Writing Tips

2. Write about something unique 

• What makes your topic different or new? 

• What new insights and perspectives can you share? 

• What do YOU have to say about the topic?
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Writing Tips

3. Write about what works.

Share evidence readers can understand.
Student results
Indicators of change in educator practice
Support from published research 

And challenges and strategies along the way…

Writing Tips

4. Consider the perspective and goals of the 
publication. 

• For Learning Forward, alignment with our 
standards is important. 

• A focus on professional learning is critical. 

Writing Tips

5. Write about what learning looks like.

• Learning Forward publications focus on 
professional learning.

• Readers want to be able to apply what they 
read to their lives.
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Writing Tips

6. Be specific.

• Get into the details of your story.

• Avoid generalities anyone could have written.

Writing Tips Summary

1. Write about something you know really well.

2. Write about something unique or interesting.

3. Write about what works.

4. Consider the perspectives and goals of the 
publication.

5. Write about what learning looks like.

6. Be specific.

How Do I Tell My Story?

Purpose: What do I want to accomplish? What will 
readers take away?

Audience: Who are my readers and how does that help 
me think about what to write? 

Language: Considering my audience and my purpose, what 
does that say about my language and my tone? 

Facts and experiences: What facts are relevant to share 
given my purpose and audience? Do I need to cite others? 
Are personal anecdotes more appropriate?

Self: How do I want to come across in the piece? 
Approachable? Ultimate authority? Passionate advocate?
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Let’s Write!

Take an idea that you are considering writing 
about or have started to explore. 

Answer the five elements of “How Do I Tell 
My Story?” for your piece.

Let’s delve into the writing! 

A challenge…

• We work in a data-obsessed field in an era of big 
data. 

• Data alone don’t move people to change or take 
action.

The universe is made 
of stories, not of atoms. 

-- Muriel 
Rukeyser
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Why stories matter

Neuroscience 
indicates that 
engaging stories 
stimulate the 
brain and move us 
to action. 

“Think of story as the world's first virtual reality. It 
lets us sit back and vicariously experience someone 
else suffering the slings and arrows of outrageous 
fortune, the better to learn how to dodge those 
darts should they ever be aimed at us.” – Lisa Cron

Why stories matter

How can we balance elements of stories that 
touch the heart, with data that indicate our 
strategies make a difference?  

Why stories matter

We can’t just TELL – we have to 
SHOW.  
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Writing a Lede

“I always write a good first line, but I 
have trouble writing the others.”

-- Moliere

Lede #1

It is midyear. A high school principal calls a teaching 
staff meeting. The agenda has one thing on it: a new initiative 
the district has mandated. Knowing few details about the 
program and with no implementation plan from the district, 
the principal is brief. In reaction to the news, one hand raises 
in protest, then another. A dull murmur fills the room. The 
principal can feel and see the hostility on teachers’ faces. 

Neither the principal nor the staff should fear change, 
however. Without a plan or much interest from those 
responsible for the program, the initiative will likely limp 
along before fizzling out in the not-too-distant future. A new 
initiative will replace it, and the cycle of change (or lack 
thereof) will continue.

– Lauren Segedin

Lede #2

Have you noticed that the same professional 
learning can be transformative in one school yet 
have seemingly no impact in another? There are 
a lot of reasons for that difference, and many of 
them have to do with the climate for teacher 
learning in the school. 
– Shannon Wanless and Dana Winters
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Lede #3

It’s another summer day at an Oregon Writing 
Project Curriculum Camp. Three teachers 
spread photos and historical documents across 
tables as they organize their curriculum guide, 
Queer Portland: Unerasing History & Reclaiming 
Space, which covers lessons on hidden stories of 
queer activism, history, and social justice. 
– Bill Bigelow and Linda Christensen 

Write Your Lede!

Take a few minutes to begin writing your 
lede. 

Does it align with the purpose and audience 
for your piece and reflect the way you want 
to present yourself as the author? 

Does it draw readers into your world? 

The Learning Professional Evaluation Criteria

Is this about professional learning? Is the 
professional learning aligned with our Standards 
and overall approach? 

Is there something compelling to share here? Is this 
a topic that can be covered meaningfully in a single 
article? 

Do we see evidence that the professional learning 
described improved student outcomes?
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The Learning Professional Criteria – Other 
Considerations

Would this person make a good:

• Conference presenter?

• Blogger?

• Webinar presenter?

What tips can we give this person for improving his or 
her submission?

Remember…

The traditional rules that dictate what gets published 
aren’t always relevant anymore.

What’s Out There?

Blogs

Social media

Books/e-books

Conference sessions

Videos/infographics

Letters to the editor/blog comments
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Why Blog?

• Blogging allows people to follow your story over an 
extended period of time.

• Focus is on ideas more than credentials.

• Helps you develop voice and creativity.

• Allows for instant feedback.

• Easy to share via other social media tools – gets 
your story out there.

• Helps you become part of a larger network of 
learners and adds your voice to the field.

Next steps

What is your next action to jump start or continue 
your writing practice? 

What help will you need? 

What commitment will you make?

THANK  YOU!

Let us know how it goes 
and how we can help!

Tracy Crow
tracy.crow@learningforward.org

Suzanne Bouffard
suzanne.bouffard@learningforward.org
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